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DESCRIPTION OF MANAGEMENT AREA AND HABITAT 
 
DAU B-3 is located in the north-central part of Colorado. It includes the three major drainages of the Cache La 
Poudre, Big Thompson and Laramie Rivers.  Habitat varies from ponderosa pine-shrub foothills at 
approximately 5,000 feet in elevation to high mountain peaks at nearly 13,000 feet.  Much of the area is fair to 
poor bear habitat.  Fall food sources are often limited. 
 
HARVEST OBJECTIVE: The black bear population in B-3 is probably stable and harvest should remain near 
current levels.  Hunter harvest should not exceed 20 bears per year on a 3-year average.  September bear 
license quota is currently 125 for the DAU. 
 
MANAGEMENT CONCERNS & RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
1. If hunter harvest exceeds 20 per year, over a three-year period, the number of limited September 

licenses should be reduced. 
 
2. Loss of potential hunting areas will occur as more land is developed for houses. 
 
3. Bear census should be conducted to document populations. 
 
GAME DAMAGE OBJECTIVE: Game damage should not exceed $2,500.00 per year based on a 3-year 
average.  Damage has averaged around $3,000.00 per year over the past 10 years.  However, if the damage 
occurred in 1996-97 is excluded, then the average annual damage is about $1,200.00.  Domestic sheep herds 
are minimal, therefore; damage to domestic livestock is minimal.  Most damage occurs to personal property 
such as campers and cabins. 
 
MANAGEMENT CONCERNS & RECOMMENDATIONS: 
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1. Increase efforts to inform the public on a way to prevent damage. 
 
2. Focus control on individual bears causing damage. 
 

1. Utilize hunters whenever possible to harvest problem bears. 
 

2. Trap and relocate bears when appropriate. 
 
BEAR / HUMAN CONFLICT OBJECTIVES: This DAU has considerable bear / human conflicts. It often ranks 
as one of the top five DAUs in the state for number of conflicts.  Reported conflicts often number between 80 
and 100 annually.  Many of these occur in the mountain subdivisions located along the front-range.  Conflicts 
also occur regularly within Rocky Mountain National Park, which lies within this DAU. 
 
1. Area will handle conflicts and initiate new techniques to reduce conflicts. 
 
2. Focus control on individual problem bears. 
 
3. Utilize hunters were possible to harvest problem bears. 
 
4. Workshops for public agencies, law enforcement personnel and concerned user groups should be 

held to educate people on how to respond to and handle bear / human conflicts. 
 
5. Work with trash companies, homeowner associations and other public agencies to provide "bear 

proof" trash facilities. 
 
SUMMARY:  DAU B-3 has a history of bear / human conflict problems. Additional resources should be allotted 
to this area to try and reduce these incidents. Bear density is relatively low and habitat marginal. Hunting 
opportunity is limited and will decrease as human developments increase. A bear census should be conducted 
to verify numbers and status of this population. 
 
A deer mortality study is currently being conducted in B-3. Early results of this study show a very low mortality 
rate to adult deer from bear predation. Fawns are collared only in winter when bears are hibernating, so no 
data is available on bear predation on deer fawns. 
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